We consider the equation Ah -^x.Au --^-¡-+ uq = 0 , for q > 1 . We study the isolated singularities and present a nonlinear technique, and give a complete classification.
Introduction
In this note we study the isolated singularities of the positive solutions of the following nonlinear equation:
(1.1)
Au-l-x.Vu-^-+ uq = 0. It is well known [15] that (1.1) has no nontrivial globally bounded solution for A=l, 2 or A>2, q < jjf± § except the constant solution u = (■^T)x/{q~x). If we look for a specific solutions of ( 1.1 ) under the form This equation has been intensively studied. When A > 2 two critical valueŝ 2 and $= § appear. The first studies in the radial case are due to Emden, then Fowler [3, 5, 6 ], Brezis and Lions [2] and Lions [22] (see also [18, 1] ).
Let us briefly describe our results. We have two cases.
First case. 1 < q < -¡^ ■ Then any positive solution of ( 1.1 ) in Q' satisfies the equation -Au+jX.Vu+-zrx-u<1 = a80 in D'(Q) with a > 0. Furthermore if a = 0, then the "singularity is removable".
Second case, j^ < q < $z § • Then for any positive radial solution of ( 1.1 ) in fi' we have Limr2/(?_1)w(r) = / 6 {0, kN<a} as r -> 0, where r =\x\. If / = 0 and q > 2, the "singularity is removable". Note that if q > j^ , any solution of ( 1.1 ) satisfies -Au + \x.S7u + -^-r -u" = 0, in Z)'(Q).
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Main results
Let A > 2 and set fi = BR(0) = {x £ RN, \x\ < R}, R > 0 and Q' = Í2\{0} . Our main result is the following:
Theorem 2.1. Assume that u £ Lloc(Q'),
where a is a nonnegative constant and f £ L[oc(ü.). Then For the proof, we use a nonlinear technique introduced by Serrin [23] , [24] and a linear method by H. Brezis and P. L. Lions [2] , [22] .
The proof is divided into five steps.
Step 1. We claim that Step 2. u £ L,'0C(Q). We begin by considering the average
where con-X is the volume of the sphere SN~X . It follows from (2.1), (2.2) and (2.5) that
where K(r) = e~rllA . In particular ü £ Cx(0, R). Let R' < R be fixed. Integrating (2.8) over (r, R') we find as in [2] that
and (2.10) Ïï(r)<_£_ + C.
Step 3. Let g(x) = -div(A(x)Vw) a.e. in ft, where K(x) = e~W2/4 . Then g £ L¡0C(Q) and for any cp £ D(Q), 0 < cp < 1 , cp = 1 near x = 0,
Proof of the step 3. From the definition of g we have 
Now for any real h > 0, we have n + 1 -u(x) > n + 1 ^ a.e. in {w < |±y} . Thus, dividing by n + 1 and using the Holder inequality, for any ß > 0, Let/*2 = 27^1) ; then t4t / gVÏ + ^7-Vñ / *lv"l V£2
h + 1 7{"<j±i} 2(n + 1) y{u<i+"} * / f1 -"Ti) KVuV(cp2)n2 + 2(n + I)CeN~2.
J{u<l+n} \ n+IJ
From Fatou's Lemma-which is valid since g > -au-f £ L20C(Q)-we deduce as e-tO,«-» +00, h -> +oo that gcp2 £ Lx(£l) and satisfies (2.11). We deduce from (2.10) that | ¡B udiv(KVy/£)\ < C. Comparing this with (2.14) we conclude that cp = 0 when \p\ > 1 . Finally we choose n £ Z)(Q), 0 < n < 1, and n -1 near x = 0.
We have (T,n2) = co= I u div(KVn2) -[ gn2, Ja Ja and hence Co > 0 from (2.11).
Step 5. The end of the proof of Theorem 2.1. and hence v has a limit / at +oo . From (4.6) we get (4.8).
Proof of Theorem 4.3. From Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 /•2/(i~1)u(/-) has a limit / where / = 0 or kN>q . Let v be as in (4.5) . Assume that / = 0. The proof of (ii) is divided into two steps.
Step 1. Assume v decreases to 0 as t tends to +oo ; then (4.10) v(t)<Ce-', for t > 0 and some C > 0. In fact, from (4.6) we have A/e/7 2. Assume that v is not asymptotically monotone. Then there exists a sequence {/"} such that v,(t") = 0, i>(/2«) is local minimum and v(t2n+X) is local maximum, and (from the equation) 0<v(t2n) <kNiij <v(t2n+x) which is not possible since lim,^+00 v(t) = 0, which ends the proof.
